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Nothing exists for itself alone
TAILOR-MADE: TransPuls Synergic Yard for shipbuilding
BEHIND THE SCENES: Stage tech at the Vienna State Opera
LINZ 09: Plenty to see and do in the European Capital of Culture

27.03.2009 12:23:02 Uhr

Management Team, from l. to r.:

through the heart of the city. Coming

approaches the port of Linz, marking the

“Linz, transformed and transforming” –

downriver from Passau, the boat eases

end of the “bright lights” stretch of river.

this motto for the European Capital of

its way into the cityscape only very

“The Sacred Mountain”

“Linz, verändert.”

Culture 2009 alludes to the tremendous

gradually. To begin with, a few tentative

It’s only intelligent linkages that make a harmonious whole

lights can be made out to left and right,

The company

but the moment the boat emerges from

In this project, twenty artists have

a much visited capital of culture (with or

Superlative service capability for perfect customer solutions

under the discretely lit Nibelungen

declared this Linz landmark to be a

without the capital letters!), Linz is also

Totally R & D

Bridge, the Upper Austrian capital

“Sacred Mountain”, in recognition of its

Austria’s second-largest industrial region

CMT now also available with gas cooling

unfolds itself before one: On either

significance both past and present. As

and a major centre of employment. At

Rugged power sources for shipyards

side of the Danube gleam two of the

Linz’s very own mountain, Pöstlingberg

the same time, this economically thriving

Brief and to the point

newest and most modern buildings in

is the locals’ favourite excursion

region is embedded in an extensive

News from Fronius

Linz: 40,000 LEDs light up the recently

destination, with exciting treats for young

green network: 52 % of the entire area

Case studies

opened new Ars Electronica Centre,

and old alike: The world’s steepest

of the city is taken up by green spaces,

Vienna State Opera relies on Fronius

Linz’s internationally acclaimed museum

adhesion railway takes you all the way to

woodland and water. So this is definitely

Publisher’s imprint:

CMT brazing at Vauxhall Motors

of the future, while on the opposite

the top, where you change onto a dragon

a city that’s good to live in. And most
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Weld-seams under extreme load at offshore specialist Liebherr

bank, innumerable lights illuminate the

train for an enchanting ride through the

definitely one that’s worth visiting.

The company

prestigious and architecturally noted

glittering, colourfully lit dwarfs’ grotto.

Incidentally: Fronius’ sales, development

What makes a successful company go round

Lentos art museum. At this point one

Resplendent on the hilltop stands a

and logistics facilities are only 30 km

Travel tip

is tempted to tell the captain to stop

gleaming pilgrimage basilica from the

away. Near enough, then, for you to

Linz – cityscapes both old and new

immediately and not go any further! But

18th century, with prominent twin spires

easily combine two sets of pleasurable

a short way on and there is the next

that are visible from afar, encircled by

visits!

important building glowing in a halo of

early 19th century fortifications. Another

The Vitruvian Man, a figure study by
Leonardo da Vinci: “The visual ideal of
human beauty is not an absolute one;
rather, it comprises the relationship
of individual parts to one another, as
demanded by the Golden Ratio.”
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development that the city has
undergone. As well as turning itself into
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Fronius’ essay on the interplay taking
place in a company, on self-contained
systems of teams, customers, products,
innovations, markets and the environment.
And also in the article looking at all the
services provided by Fronius. At any rate,
this edition has something playful about it.
A reminder, perhaps, that for all its gravity,
the underlying principle of the universe is
also meant to lend a playful note to our
lives...

We’ll be pleased to carry on sending
you every edition of weld+vision as
soon as it comes out.
If you know anybody else who might
be interested, please just pass this
reply card on to them directly. Or
simply copy it and fax it to us on:
+43 7242 241-953940.

different varieties of interplay coming
into play. Right at the outset in our cover
story, we’ll be looking at everything from
“dream teams” to universal geniuses,
interdisciplinarity, product quality and
self-sustaining ecosystems. The theme is
continued in other articles: Like in our case
study “Behind the scenes at the Vienna
State Opera”, where the term “interplay”
acquires a rather literal significance
besides its relevance to the unusual
welding tasks described here. Or in Klaus

weld+vision N° 22 / May 09

“Interplay” – what a lovely word! There’s
something almost “playful”, and definitely
very harmonious, about it. After all,
interplay is just that – harmony, a state
where many different forces are in
balance. And as such it is the most
natural of the principles governing how
we all live together. In the natural realm,
interplay mostly functions entirely of its
own accord. In human society, though, it
requires a certain amount of effort. In this
edition of weld+vision, you’ll find many
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The play of life
ON THE INTERCONNECTION OF EVERYTHING AND EVERYBODY

Nothing in this world of ours exists for itself alone – no living being however
great or small, no plant, no mineral, no gas, and so on and so forth. Everything
and everybody is subjected to all manner of different forces and is itself one
of these forces. And in most cases these forces will be variations on a natural
principle that governs the lives of every single one of us: interplay.

Fronius 2009
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In our world there are systems consisting of separate parts which are all linked to and with
one another. Sometimes this will be by cause-and-effect relationships, sometimes by systemspecific properties. Aristoteles put it very aptly when he opined that “The whole is more than
the sum of its parts.” And Goethe had his “Faust” make this significant pronouncement: “How
everything weaves itself into the whole! One in the other works and lives!” This is true of a
single individual, a society, or even of the entire universe. Another term for this phenomenon
is totality. A work of art or an organism exists not by virtue of the attributes of its constituent
parts, but only by their being fitted together into a coherent whole.

Da Vinci was the first to depict an infant in the
womb.

The US basketball team won thanks to its specialised deployment formation.

Leonardo da Vinci, the
archetypal Renaissance Man

Great significance attaches to his

This was the name given to the American

anatomical studies, to which we owe

basketball team at the 1992 Barcelona

such fascinating insights as vascular

Olympics. It was reckoned to be the

Interplay of a very special sort is what

sclerosis in the elderly and man’s first-

greatest assemblage of individual talent

characterises the Renaissance-era ideal

ever knowledge of embryology. Leonardo

in the history of basketball. Every single

of the “universal man”. This Renaissance

also made drawings of a child in its

player, whether playmaker, guard or

Man is well-educated, eager to learn and

mother’s womb, being probably the very

forward, was a consummate specialist in

asks searching, critical questions. He

first person ever to do so. Another world-

his assigned role. This perfect interplay of

places humankind centre-stage, lives

famous drawing of his is the portrayal

its individual specialists was what made

in harmony with nature and excels in

of “Vitruvian Man”, a figure which can

the Dream Team so special.

many different fields. The best-known

be contained both within a circle and a

Renaissance Man was Leonardo da Vinci.

square, thanks to the natural interplay of

He ranks as one of the greatest artists in

its bodily proportions.

cultural history, as a brilliant scientist and
as a natural philosopher.

Dream teams

Interdisciplinarity
Even though the Dream Team legend
is no longer quite so fresh in basketball
memory, the term has “stuck” as one

Not content with creating innumerable

Counterparts to Renaissance Man may

for a perfect team. When it comes to

works of art, he also produced very

also be found in our networks and teams.

interdisciplinarity, we’re also looking

many sketches and designs for buildings,

One of the most popular sports teams

at a special form of interplay. This is

machines, objets d’art and sculptures.

of recent years was the “Dream Team”.

all about genuinely merging different

4
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A honey bee gathering pollen and pollinating the plant as it does so. A small detail of the complex interplay taking place in the life of a bee.

partial aspects and diverse branches

different secretion for every situation, for

of bees, which also boast a similar

of scientific study and not just treating

example the alarm pheromone – a scent

collective intelligence to ants (just think of

them in isolation alongside one another.

that every ant instantly recognises. Or ants

how bees build honeycomb, where every

The important thing here is that a

tap each other’s antennae to communicate

bee knows exactly what to do without

process of mutual communication and

what they want to “say”, using short, long,

having to be told). Yet genuine interplay in

comprehension takes place. A common

abrupt or sliding touching motions with

the natural realm goes far beyond this, and

language and criteria have to be found for

their feelers. Accordingly, ants’ spectrum

probably much further than we are even

evaluating the quality of scientific work on

of perception is geared to smelling and

able to conceive of. Thus it is that simply

a cross-disciplinary basis .

feeling. When several ants are hauling

by going about their life-sustaining daily

prey back to the nest, for instance, this is

business, bees ensure the survival of the

based not so much upon communicational

plant at the same time. And vice-versa, of

competence as on collective intelligence.

course. For as Goethe pointed out, one

Collective intelligence
in bees and ants

A forager ant first marks a pheromone trail

works and lives in the other. We still lack

Communication and the exchange of

to and from the prey, and an entire hunting

a sufficiently broad understanding of just

information are a key competence in every

procession then sets off along this route.

how complex “the whole” is. This is a truth
that was brought home forcibly to the

interplay. Here too, nature has a genius all
its own, as with bees or ants. With ants,

Nature is concerned not only to ensure the

for example, the main role is played by

survival of one’s own particular species,

touch signals and scents communicated

but takes a much broader view of the

via their “feeler” antennae. There is a

matter, as may be seen from the example

Fronius 2009

inventors of Biosphere 2.
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A crew of 8 spent two years on a closed mission living inside the Biosphere 2 in Arizona.

An example of less-thanperfect interplay – Biosphere 2

Giving structure to the
complex

Biosphere 2 was built between 1987 and

boosts after all. What had happened?

Seen another way, even if we stay within

1991. A domed glass structure with 1.6

As time went on, everything gradually

our human boundaries, the scope for

hectares of floor-space was erected in

progressed towards climate collapse:

interplay represents an immensely wide

Arizona to house an autonomous, closed

oxygen became scarce, partly because

field of possibilities and of potential for

ecosystem modelled on the earth itself,

many species of plant died out, as did

bringing things to perfection. Just think

with savannah grassland, an “ocean”,

15 of the 20 species of vertebrate, not

of the world of products. For the quality

tropical rain forest, mangrove wetlands,

to mention the insects that had acted as

of a product nowadays is much more

desert, intensive agriculture, living

pollinators. What was left were swarms of

than the mere sum of its components.

quarters – and human occupants. The

cockroaches and certain species of ant.

It’s only when the individual elements

engineering and financial investment was

The builders, who had been inspired by

are intelligently linked together to make

huge. For nearly two years, everything

the mythological Greek earth goddess

a harmonious whole that you have a

went well. The eight “biospherians” lived

Gaia’s philosophy of “The earth is a

product that unites innovation and image,

in this man-made ecosystem completely

whole, all things are bound together”,

design and perfection, originality and

cut off from the outside world and from

ended up having to accept that even

service. To finish, a fitting quotation

any external oxygen feed. However, by

with modern-day scientific means, there

loosely based on Da Vinci: “Every part

the end of the mission the inhabitants

are limits to our understanding of these

tends to merge with its whole, so as to

looked rather pale and sharp-nosed.

manifold ecological interrelations, and to

escape its own imperfection.”

Ultimately, they only managed to survive

our ability to replicate them.

because they were given extra oxygen
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Everyone with everybody
CONTINUAL INTERPLAY BETWEEN EVERYONE INVOLVED ENSURES TOP
PERFORMANCE IN THE SERVICE & REPAIR FIELD

Everyone’s talking about service. Many even offer it – some better than others.
Then there are those who are always thinking up new services with which to
score points on the market and reckon that the more original these are, the
better. At Fronius, nobody’s wasting time re-inventing the concept of service.
They don’t need to: comprehensive service is part-and-parcel of the company’s
mission and the bedrock of its success, and always has been.

Fronius 2009
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Capable applications engineers provide comprehensive support with all user questions concerning processing of the customer’s materials and
components.

Fronius is different. As even its

service in the usual sense of the term,

employees readily confirm. In a brief

and not even always as a chargeable

survey, all those polled stated the

piece of work, but as an expression of

workplace climate as one of the great

genuine interest in the common cause,

strengths of Fronius. A flat hierarchy,

such as jointly finding a solution. And

short communication channels and an

it precisely this genuine interest in the

informal style of organisation are all

common cause which sums up Fronius

part of this. Every employee is given

and its representatives.

the right to get on with his or her work
in complete freedom, independently
and accountably, and with generous
One of the services that Fronius offers is
welding-system calibration. This comprises
exact adjustment of the welding amperage,
welding voltage and wirefeed speed, and
ensures reproducible welding results.

8
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As Fronius has grown, so has
its service capability

competencies. Defined like this, a job
does not hem the employee in; on the

There’s a simple reason why there’s even

contrary, it both gives him a lot and

more talk of service at Fronius nowadays

expects a lot from him. Thus fostering

than there used to be: Fronius has grown

people’s enthusiasm for their work.

enormously. That vital proximity to the

One result of this, of course, is that a

customer, those many discussions,

“service” is not always regarded as

training courses and welding trials,

that high standard of repair – in an
international company the size Fronius

Ever since Fronius began, it has had just
one product: the customer solution

now is, all these things, and many others
besides, have to be organised very
differently. This means proceeding with
care so as not to jeopardise the longterm viability of the individual steps and
thus of the company’s whole service
capability.
Fronius began to institutionalise this
service expertise, step-by-step, several
years ago. Among the very first steps it
took in this direction were the settingup of sales and service teams in every
Fronius subsidiary, and continual
expansion of the team structure. Setting
up national TechSupports and a special
organisational unit for internationalising
the service quality were further steps

The customer solution encompasses
not only the actual product, but
also all the service and know-how
relating to this customer application.
This necessitates constant interplay
between many different departments
and employees.
Expert training: Aims to make
everyone who will be working with a
new Fronius system an expert at using
this new installation.
Calibration: Comprises exact
adjustment of the welding amperage,
welding voltage and wirefeed speed.
This enables standardised quality
requirements to be met, ensuring
reproducible welding results.

along this road. Under the motto
“Competence in Service & Repair”, all
employees are asked to come up with
ideas on how to carry out customer
service even more effectively. And as you
can imagine, at Fronius every single idea

Safety inspection: Ensures user
safety and comprises functional,
visual and electrical inspection. As
well as protecting users from injury,
this inspection also aims to prevent
production outages and stoppages.

is taken seriously.
Naturally enough, other measures
include the “Fronius Fundamentals”,
which are adapted to the company’s

Training courses and events:
An initial and continuing training
programme to help participants
acquire and develop know-how
regarding welding engineering,

equipment technology and sales
support.
FMP (“ready mounted and testwelded”): Here the welding system
is mechanically mounted and readied
for operation as per the client’s
order. A test-weld is then carried out
before the system is packed ready for
dispatch and shipped.
Commissioning: Commissioning
comprises the setting up, and
connecting up, of the welding system
at the client’s. At the same time,
the operators are given introductory
training in the basic functions of the
welding system.
Welding trials: Complete support in
all user questions, with the customer’s
materials and components.
Warranty extension: Flexible,
individual and transparent system
giving comprehensive protection for
machines in single and multi-shift
operation.

size at any given time so as to carry the
“Fronius Idea” out into the wider world.
The customer should sense something
distinctive about Fronius employees. This
was true 50 years ago and it’s still just
as true today. The fruits of these efforts
are already visible. In Germany alone,
for example, there are over 40 service
technicians and applications engineers;
the worldwide total is approx. 200. All
of them travel with a complete set of
hardware and tools. This is the only way
that they can deal with all jobs “on the
spot”. Which is not something you can
take for granted elsewhere.

Comprehensive service also means providing competent telephone support for customer
enquiries.

Fronius 2009
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CMT now welds with
gas cooling, too
THE MARKET DEMANDS IT, FRONIUS MAKES IT POSSIBLE

Although gas-cooled torches
tend to be more suitable for
the lower end of the power
range, gas-cooled systems
are often what the market
wants, especially in America
and Asia. A clear signal for
Fronius, then. In the case
of the “hot&cold” welding
process CMT, though, it was
not an easy wish to fulfil.
Nevertheless, now it’s here –
the gas-cooled CMT welding
torch.

The gas-cooled CMT welding torches
meet all the requirements for a
perfect weld process. For a start, the

Loss-free gas feed and
quicker changing of the gas
nozzle

wire motions that are typical of this
technology are integrated in the welding

From the gas cylinder all the way through

torch. The digitally controlled welding

to the gas nozzle, the gas is routed

wire moves back and forward up to

through a single diffusion-proof hose.

90 times a second, thereby reducing

This ensures loss-free gas feed. Another

the heat input. In addition, droplet

benefit is the revolutionary Quick-Snap

detachment takes place exactly during

system, which lets you change the gas

the short circuit. The result: spatter-

nozzle in just a couple of seconds: press,

free metal transfer. With the gas-cooled

twist, change. On robot applications, too,

version you won’t have to make any

this system means that the gas nozzle

compromises in either your automated

cannot be accidentally loosened during

or manual CMT welding. Far from it – the

cleaning, as it is firmly locked in place.

gas-cooled welding torches stand out for
a number of special features:

Cold Metal Transfer
at a glance:
-	r educed thermal input, thanks to
virtually current-free metal transfer
-	s patter-free MIG/MAG welding
process, achieved by controlled short
circuiting
-	ideal for ultra-light-gauge joints from
0.3 mm, brazing, cladding and steelto-aluminium joins
-	digitally controlled welding process
-	c an be used in either automated or
manual applications

10
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CMT is now also available as a gas-cooled welding process offering advantages such as loss-free gas
feed and fast changing of the gas nozzle with QuickSnap.

Tough, but nice to work with
THE HARDY, EAGER-TO-PLEASE SYSTEM FOR SHIPYARDS

Things can get quite rough in shipyards. Fronius has developed a welding system specially for
the needs encountered in this field: The TransPuls Synergic 4000 and 5000 Yard. A system
that can put up with a lot of harsh treatment, but treats its users a lot more kindly in return.
As well as by being very tough on the

Special wirefeeders

protection from dust and other soiling.
The two-roller drive VR 2000 wirefeed

outside, it’s the “personality” on the
inside of the TransPuls Synergic Yard

With their 400 and 500 A power classes,

er stands out for its compact housing,

that fits it so ideally for shipbuilding.

the TransPuls Synergic Yard machines

which makes it very easy to handle.

A genuine “Yard” knows which

are ideal candidates for shipyard and

Even when carrying wirespools weighing

characteristics shipyard welders need

offshore industry deployment. They

up to 5 kg, it has an overall weight of

most often. It also knows what materials

are complemented by the VR 2000

less than 25 kg. To facilitate the use

are used here, and which are the most

and VR 4000 Yard wirefeeders, both of

of 70 m hosepacks, the VR 2000 has

important welding positions. It was

which stand out for their ergonomically

an integrated gasflow regulator with

programmed with just this knowledge

optimised design and special mode of

a flow-rate indicator. All in all: Hardy

in mind, and with the aim of giving the

construction. For example, the housing

machines that will put up with a lot of

welder the best possible support with

of the VR 4000 Yard is made of powder-

rough treatment, and serve you faithfully

these special assignments. This is why it

coated aluminium sheets which are

in return.

comes with customised characteristics

extraordinarily tough and corrosion-

for steel, aluminium and chrome-nickel,

resistant. Also, the fully enclosed design

and for working with flux-cored wires.

of the wirespool gives highly effective

Fronius 2009
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News
“The innovation adventure” –
guided factory tours

Fronius wins the
Frost & Sullivan Award 2008

Wide-ranging instruction and
training programme for PV
installers

7000 interested outsiders visited Fronius

In recognition of its development of the

For PV installers wanting to become

last year. These large numbers prompted

innovative, high-performing FRONIUS

Fronius experts, the Solar Electronics

Fronius to develop a special visitor

IG Plus photovoltaic inverters and of its

Division offers a comprehensive

concept, which has now been

outstanding service standards, Fronius

programme of training and instruction.

implemented. Entitled “The innovation

International was awarded the Frost

Over 1700 installers made use of this

adventure”, these guided tours can be

& Sullivan Best Practices Award 2008

wide range of training offerings last year.

booked at www.fronius.com/the-

at the end of November. With IG Plus,

100 events are planned again for the

innovation-adventure

Fronius has set a new benchmark on the

first half of 2009, to take place either

Two different types of tour are on offer.

international PV market, also scoring

directly at Fronius or in collaboration with

Standard tours take 90 minutes and are

top marks for its unrivalled standard

partners.

offered once a month.

of production quality control – a factor
which plays a crucial role in ensuring

New in the programme are the Fronius

Individualised guided visits are also

customer satisfaction and the company’s

Specialist Seminars, which deal in depth

possible. Here, visitors can choose

long-term market position.

with key topics from the PV field. To

between Fronius’ three production

Christoph Panhuber, Head of the Solar

give attendees the very maximum of

facilities and its three Divisions.

Electronics Division, accepted the prize

information, these workshops are held by

The individual tours also include those

in London’s Hilton Hotel, and is justly

external lecturers who have established

for school and college students. These

proud: “Not least, this award is a tribute

themselves as experts in their respective

tours inform the young people about

to the Fronius philosophy as it is lived-

fields.

careers at Fronius, and on how to apply.

out in practice – the very highest quality,
and completely satisfied customers.”

You’ll find the latest course dates at
www.fronius.com
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Brief and to the point

Thalheim R&D facility:
The builders have moved in!

All divisions now grouped
together in Wels

Battery Charging Systems
Division: focusing on
intralogistics

Friday 29th October was the kick-off

Now that the Solar Electronics Division

Ever-rising battery and energy costs are

date for construction of the new research

has moved to Wels, all three Divisions

forcing logistics managers to re-examine

and development facility in Thalheim. On

are represented at a single location.

the technology they use to recharge

this day, the symbolic ground-breaking

Having the three core areas of the firm

traction batteries for industrial trucks.

ceremony was held in the presence of

in Wels has some major advantages for

Whereas in the past battery chargers

the Management Team, political figures,

Fronius.

were chosen for low price alone, what

the architects, the Project Team and
other Fronius staff.

counts today when it comes to batteryIt makes itself felt in terms of the

charging is reducing the ongoing

better networking that comes from

running costs. Unlike with conventional

“This new facility will give a further boost

being so much closer together, as

50 Hz transformer technology, Fronius’

to the research and development of new

the Welding Technology Division (in

efficient Active Inverter Technology

Fronius products”, said Klaus Fronius

the “brick building”) and the Battery

allows it to respond to these changed

proudly. The politicians among the

Charging Systems Division in the

requirements and deliver savings in both

guests were also genuinely interested –

“Buxbaumstrasse NORD” building are

energy, battery and maintenance costs.

like Upper Austria’s environment minister

only a stone’s throw away from the Solar

The Battery Charging Systems Division

Rudi Anschober, who held up Fronius

Electronics Division in the “Bahnhofcity”.

sees great potential in this sector. With

as a paragon of corporate culture and

The newly created workplace

its Selectiva product line, the Division

business sustainability.

atmosphere in the renovated and

will increasingly be focusing its business

refurbished “brick building” in Wels has

on the intralogistics field. In preparation

At the same time a new Thalheim

many different benefits. The generously

for the Division’s move to the sales and

microsite went online, where visitors can

lit workplaces, fresh interior design

marketing base in Wels, the old forklift

see for themselves how the building work

and the new training rooms that have

recharging bay was redesigned. This is

is coming along. This will also feature a

been added all make for a very efficient

now an ideal real-life way of showing

web-cam!

working environment. The interaction

customers and visitors the difference

between the three Divisions that will now

between the soon-to-be-discontinued

be increasingly possible can only make

50 Hz transformer technology and Active

Fronius even stronger.

Inverter Technology.

www
www.fronius.com/future

Fronius 2009
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Safety on and
above the stage
BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE VIENNA STATE OPERA

Opera and ballet performances in the Vienna State Opera are world-renowned.
Behind, beneath and high above the stage that audiences see, some 80 stagetech staff are at work. Thirty of them are responsible just for the trapdoor
effects. Welded joins between structural steel components ensure both
functional/operational reliability and design flexibility. The Vienna State Opera
stage-tech team includes a welding foreman and four other skilled welders who
all work with high-class, versatile systems.

To join its steel stage-set constructions, the Vienna State Opera relies on Fronius. Some 250 kg of wire a year is welded for steel applications,
and 20 kg for aluminium components.
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The load-bearing elements of the stage-

consuming testing. Which explains

set constructions are mostly made of

his answer to the question of what he

structural steel, although aluminium

expects from his welding equipment:

is used in nearly 10 percent of cases.

“The most important thing is quality.” The

Welding is the main joining technique.

other criteria include universal usability

Welding foreman Manfred Schramm

and ease of handling, while keeping

reels off some statistics: “We get through

the weight as low as possible. This is

about 250 kg of wire a year as the weld

especially important for repairs on stage

filler metal for the sheet-steel joints,

equipment, which account for 40 % of all

and around 20 kg for the aluminium

the welding jobs needing to be done and

components. Then there’s the gas

often have to be carried out in-situ rather

for welding, that is, for the shielding

than in the workshop.

atmosphere: Up to 15 cylinders with
a total of around 300 kg of CO2, plus

Availability and service are other plus-

the argon that we need for welding

points explaining why the Vienna State

aluminium.”

Opera relies on Fronius. “We simply
can’t afford to have our welding systems

The 50 year-old joining expert heads the

malfunctioning or breaking down, least

team of four welders as part of the “stage

of all in the run-up to a première. If

tech / trapdoor effects” mechanical

this happens, we need prompt service

workshop. In his area of responsibility,

from the manufacturer or an equivalent

the stage technicians rely solely on

replacement machine”, says Schramm.

Some 80 stage technicians “set the
scene” for operas, ballets and Vienna
Philharmonic concerts.

The Vienna State Opera

welding systems from Fronius. Every
single production has its own lighting

He and the other members of his team

and trapdoor effects, meaning that

work with the rugged VarioStar 1500,

different steel constructions have to be

the lightweight (only 12.5 kg) portable

made. These are labelled with names like

TransPocket 2500 and the fully digitised

“Capriccio” or “Il Barbiere”.

TransPuls Synergic 2700 welding system.
“The VarioStar covers most of our very

The welded and smoothed parts are used

wide spectrum of applications. The

in the stage area or on any of the various

TransPocket is ideal for taking with you,

levels in the 70 m high stage tower. This

up the narrow stairways leading to the

extends from the lowest point on the floor

loft floors of the stage tower, for example.

beneath the stage level, past the three

And for all out-of-the-ordinary welding

elevating floors, the rigging loft and the

tasks like special aluminium or stainless-

steel-lattice grid, all the way up to the

steel alloys, we use the TransPuls

top gallery, which is only accessible to

Synergic with its electronically stored

the lighting technicians in the “crystal

characteristics. From our experience in

chandelier” above the auditorium.

everyday set-building practice, we can

Wide applicational spectrum,
light weight
When it comes to the quality of every
single welded join, welding foreman
Manfred Schramm accepts no

definitely recommend the manual welding
systems from Fronius”, says a satisfied
Manfred Schramm.

The “first house on the Ring”, as the
Viennese call it in an allusion to its
prestigious address of Ring-Strasse
1, is the Austrian capital’s premier
opera house and one of the bestknown in the world. Erected in 1869
in the Historist style, the building is a
meeting-place for discerning opera
lovers, home of the world renowned
Vienna Philharmonic and a magnet
for international stars of the first
rank. The imposing auditorium with
its stalls, two dress circles, gallery,
balcony and standing room has space
for audiences of up to 2000, and is
almost always sold out. It is also the
venue for Vienna’s legendary Opera
Ball, which draws nearly 12,000
guests. The Vienna State Opera runs a
repertory system with over 50 different
productions a year. This allows a
different production to be staged
almost every day of the ten-month
season. Working in the background to
keep the opera house running is a staff
of around 1200, among them approx.
80 stage-tech staff.

compromises. Apart from sight checks,
it is not possible to carry out time-

Fronius 2009
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CMT brazing instead of welding
VAUXHALL MOTORS FINDS A NEW QUALITY OF SOLUTION

An exemplary standard of workplace safety and rapid transfer of new technologies into practice
are both characteristic of Vauxhall Motors at Ellesmere Port in NW England. In the CMT (Cold
Metal Transfer) weld process, the plant’s autobody professionals have found the ideal solution
for high-quality brazing of body parts on the floor and sides of vehicles. This has delivered
some striking productivity gains, doing away with the need for post-weld machining.

Vauxhall’s autobody shops now rely on CMT brazing. Using TransPuls Synergic 3200 CMT has delivered both quality and productivity gains.

Joining unlike materials

in the body shop, describes one of the

be far too much wear on the electrodes.”

typical tasks: “0.8 mm thick galvanised

The conventional arc-welding solution

Thermal joining is the main joining

steel sheets have to be joined to high-

caused severe spattering, the material

technology used at Vauxhall Motors’

strength TRIP steel in the floor and sides

was deformed due to the high thermal

Ellesmere Port plant near Liverpool,

of the bodywork. The usual method,

input, and the gaps became even wider.

and one of its core areas of expertise.

spot-welding, is not really feasible

To make matters worse, the production

The team of experts under Engineering

here. The reason is that the gap widths

flow was interrupted at least once per

Manager Ray Price successfully

between the overlapping sheets or

shift as a result of irregularities with the

implemented a trend-setting project.

between sheet-metal parts with large

torch nozzles and the wire feed. One

Pete Roberts, senior welding engineer

radii are simply too big, and there would

skilled worker had to be assigned to

16
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Since robots were brought in to CMT-braze critical joints, post-weld machining has not
been needed at Vauxhall for either removing spatter or straightening deformed parts.

the production line just to inspect the

Multiple benefits

parts for shape deviation and to perform
the necessary post-weld machining,

The “CMT brazing” solution has also

including spatter-removal. This caused

eliminated several other problems at

extra annual manpower costs of 50,000

Vauxhall. Firstly, it has saved the time and

euros per shift, meaning 100,000 euros a

manpower that used to be needed for

year for both shifts.

post-weld machining. Secondly, there are

Bridging wide gaps

no longer any outages due to interrupted
wirefeed. Also, the torch nozzles, which

GMM Ellesmere Port,
Vauxhall Motors Ltd,
Body Unit
Up to 130,000 Astra and Astra Van
vehicles are built every year at General
Motors’ Ellesmere Port plant in NW
England. The plant’s workforce of
around 2500 work in two-shift operation.
Its joining specialists use the TransPuls
Synergic 3200 CMT to braze body parts,
benefitting from both quality and
productivity gains.

www
www.vauxhall.co.uk

used to be subjected to severe wearIn the Opel factory in Bochum, Pete

and-tear, with one or two of them having

Roberts saw how his German colleagues

to be replaced on every shift, now give

deal with this sort of problem: They

long and uncomplaining service. Thirdly,

tackle relatively large gap widths in the

the technicians save valuable machine

floors of the car-bodies using CMT (Cold

capacity and space. The work cell that

Metal Transfer) brazing. In doing so,

used to be needed for inspection and

they avoid damaging the galvanisation,

straightening has now been eliminated.

because this “cooler” process conserves

This is also true of the devices that were

the zinc layer and causes less distortion,

needed to protect the metal surfaces and

yet while ensuring a sufficiently thorough

threaded holes from welding spatter.

join. In addition, spattering was reduced
almost to zero – meaning next-to-no
post-weld machining.
The technicians in Ellesmere Port
adopted the CMT solution that their
German colleagues had found, and
tailored it to their particular application.
Using four TransPuls Synergic 3200
CMT machines, they are now bridging
the relatively wide gaps and obtaining
sufficiently strong joins.

Welding engineer Pete Roberts successfully
introduced CMT brazing technology to
Vauxhall’s autobody shop.

Fronius 2009
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Over three and a half thousand
tonnes of steel a year
WELDING CRANES FOR OFFSHORE INSTALLATIONS

Sunderland, in NE England,
is home to one of the four
production locations of
Liebherr’s maritime division.
Steel plates of between 6 and
130 millimetres in thickness
are joined here. These joins
have to durably withstand
high dynamic loading – and to
have passed 100 percent
quality testing before they do.
To meet these requirements,
Liebherr changed over to the
TransPuls Synergic 5000
digital welding systems.
Parts up to 130 mm thick, typically made of S690 high-strength steel plate, are joined into crane
components by the welders in Sunderland.

Over 3000 people work in the Maritime
Division of Liebherr. Its production

Weld-seams for ultra-heavy
stressing

central quality feature of our products,
and safety is a defining selling criterion.”
This is why every single join is thoroughly

locations are in Sunderland (Great
Britain), Rostock (Germany), Nenzing

Brian Rafferty, the welding shop

tested. As well as this, joint welds that

(Austria) and Killarney (Ireland). Liebherr

production manager, underlines the

have a critical function on the cranes are

Maritime’s customers are large-scale

importance of thermal joining. The fleet

subjected to acceptance inspection by

steel consumers such as shipbuilders

of welding machines and installations

the clients’ own experts.

and operators of shipyards and offshore

is subjected to very heavy use and is

platforms. At the Sunderland facility in

regularly replaced. For a joining error

the northeast of England, the Liebherr

that might cause component breakage

heavy engineering specialists make

in a crane simply cannot be tolerated.

cranes for ships and offshore drilling

Made from high-strength, fine-grained

Brian Rafferty and his team now have a

platforms, and special-purpose cranes.

structural steel, typically S690, the

range of high-quality, digitally controlled

The plant has almost 100 percent vertical

cranes are exposed to constant

welding systems at their disposal.

integration, and consumes 3600 tonnes

stressing from the harsh weather

When the time came to invest in new

of steel and around 31,000 litres of paint

conditions at sea, and are always under

welding systems, one of the paramount

a year.

high dynamic loads. “Joint strength is a

considerations was “all-round”
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Joining steel parts: analogue
and digital

useability: ideally, the new systems would

digital systems. One reason is because

be ones that were suitable for as many

it lets us exploit modern arc-control

of the processes used in the department

techniques.”

as possible. The choice went to digital
welding power sources from Fronius.

Crane jibs made from special
materials

The Fronius developers designed them
specifically for use under the rough

Extremely high loads act on the jib of the

operating conditions found in many

crane. Hundreds of joins between tubes

areas of the steel-processing industry

and profiles have to be welded here. The

– such as in building chemical plants,

high-strength special grade of steel used

commercial vehicles and construction

is S690 QL, and the plate thicknesses of

machinery, rail vehicles and rolling stock,

the various components lie between 15

or in the mechanical engineering field in

and 120 mm.

general. “Since putting the new digital
systems into service, we have enjoyed

“Compared to our previous solution, we

far greater availability, which has also cut

now have much faster welding speeds,

our repair and maintenance costs”, notes

which gives us higher output; also, we

Brian Rafferty.

have higher welding-machine availability
and better-quality results”, sums up

The facility for using advanced pulsed-

Managing Director Ralph Saelzer.

arc welding is particularly important.
Digital adjustment and control of the arc,

One result of this highly satisfactory

and of all the process parameters, is an

experience is that the welding experts

essential precondition here. “We mostly

at Liebherr will shortly be launching a

hand-weld steel plates in the usual 15

project for an automated robot solution.

The structural-steel/mechanical engineering
content of the cranes built in the port town
of Sunderland, NE England, represents a
vertical-integration level of almost 100 %.

to 20 mm thickness range. On plates
that are up to 130 mm thick, we deposit
up to 200 beads into the V-shaped
grooves. The gap can be up to 45 mm
wide”, explains welding practitioner Brian
Rafferty, adding: “We work mainly with

Liebherr Sunderland
Works Ltd
Sunderland, England, is home to
one of the four plants in Liebherr’s
Maritime Division. The plant
employs 200 people, 150 of them in
production, making cranes for ships
and offshore drilling platforms, and
special-purpose cranes.

www
www.liebherr.com

Large gap widths can be dependably bridged by joins welded with digital power sources.

Fronius 2009
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“We’re team players”
AND NATURE IS OUR MODEL

When it comes to quality Fronius products, what have fuel cells, fern palms (or
cycads, to give them their Latin name), beach volleyball in the rain and service got
in common? At first glance, not a lot. As Klaus Fronius sees it, a great deal. In a
company, “interplay” has a special significance, in matters both great and small.
Teams, products, innovations, markets and the environment each constitute selfcontained systems which, taken together, are what makes a successful company
go round.
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Even though it was pouring with rain

different fusing temperatures. Fronius

normal pressure, and without a drop of

and the temperature outside was a chilly

products are just like a successful sports

fossil fuel”, explains Dr. Lötsch.

(for mid-August) 16 °C, everyone who’d

team – they form an entity all the way

come for the first Fronius beach volleyball

through from when they were developed

In the same way, the Fronius fuel cell

tournament was quite adamant: “We’re

to when they’re serviced. It’s worth

also uses hydrogen as its energy storage

going ahead and playing”. That inspired

noting here that the German word for

medium. Hydrogen is produced from the

and fascinated me. 30 Fronius players

“service” is a compound of “serving” and

energy generated by the photovoltaic

giving it all they’d got, battling their way

“accomplishing”.

installation, then stored and used when

through to the rain-drenched end.

What does the customer see in a

needed.

product? “Safety, know-how and a

“In our main plant, the fuel cell powers

problem-solver” says Bernhard Freiseisen

our in-factory logistics vehicle HyLOG.

of Services Management. He knows

The name is taken from the first syllables

“We’re going ahead and
playing”

that customers are buying themselves

of the words hydrogen and logistics”,

Judging by what I saw that day, the

much more than mere merchandise. They

says its developer Ewald Wahlmüller.

players have good reason to be proud of

expect a perfect system – and with us,

HyLOG is completely emission-free. The

themselves, having toughed it out under

that’s just what they get.

product will be launched before the end
of this year, and has already met with

horrible conditions – and without catching
a chill or falling ill afterwards either!
The two organisers Roland Kreindl
and Thomas Kaspar laid on a splendid

What has a fern palm (cycad)
got to do with photovoltaics?

lively interest from the general public and
customers alike.
Being able to assist and help make

programme to accompany the beach
volleyball tournament, with DJ Walter

An interplay of differing forces can

possible this interplay between nature

Scheuringer, drinks and a barbecue

also be experienced in the natural

and Fronius technology in the form

party. Their idea was to officially open the

realm. Indeed, in many ways nature is

of HyLOG gives me great personal

beach volleyball court in Sattledt with this

a model for technological progress.

satisfaction. For me as an entrepreneur,

event. This is why our young colleagues

Look at the cycle of the Fronius Energy

the future of the planet and of mankind,

were willing to put in so much extra work.

Cell, for instance, and you’ll find that

and careful stewardship of the earth’s

From preparing the invitations all the way

this photovoltaic system has a lot in

resources, take top priority.

through to actually carrying out the event,

common with the energy concept of the

Innovative, robust and good value for

all the necessary interplay functioned just

cycad. Interesting, then, that these living

money: for Wolfgang Lattner, Head of

perfectly. We’ll certainly be repeating the

botanical fossils thrive so well in the

the Welding Technology Division, these

event this year. Only this time, the sun will

Fronius building in Sattledt. As Dr. Univ.

are the main product criteria. Christoph

be shining!

Prof. Bernd Lötsch, Director of Vienna’s

Panhuber (Head of the Solar Electronics

Museum of Natural History, noted during

Division) states quality, reliability,

his recent visit.

durability and high efficiency as the most

On the interplay between
customers, the company,
and service

important properties for photovoltaic
“Fronius’ future-focussed technology is

inverters. “Energy efficiency, maximised

backed up by a history of several hundred

service intervals and long life are what

A volleyball tournament is made up

million years of life on earth. For this is

make Fronius battery charging systems

of individuals and teams. In the case

how long the cycad has been exploiting

stand out”, says Divisional Manager

of a product, the interplay is between

the solar hydrogen fuel-cell cycle. In fact,

Harald Scherleitner.

several different components. These

the cycad is a very versatile chemical

These philosophies are reflected in all

can only function if their circuits are well

engineer indeed; it makes nitrogen

Fronius products, lending them a unique

attuned to one another. Buy Fronius

fertiliser in its roots, out of thin air. To do

vitality. This gives us the courage to forge

welding technology today, and the result

this, industry needs 500 °C, 200 bar and

ahead into new dimensions and is what

you’ll get is a perfect weld-seam. Even

a lot of natural gas. The cycad manages

makes us what we are: a company with its

where the materials being joined have

the same trick at room temperature, at

sights set firmly on the future.

Fronius 2009
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Classical meets modern,
steel meets green,
multicultural meets
multinational

Linz

Wien

CREATIVE INTERPLAY IN LINZ ON THE DANUBE
Linz is a conglomeration of dissimilarities. And a very well tuned one, at that. First
mentioned in records as “locus linze” in 799, the city is a harmonious mixture of tradition
and modernity, enterprise and culture, industry and nature. Since the beginning of 2009,
Linz has been the Cultural Capital of Europe. All the more reason to take a closer look.
Let’s go on a brief visit...

Aglow with differently coloured lights, the string of edifices beside the Danube defines the night-time cityscape.

“Stahlstadtkinder” (“steeltown kids”) was

steel-town has slimmed down, cleaned

A stroll through the historic old quarter

a hit for the Austrian punk und new-wave

up, and grown anew – into an internatio-

and then up the hill to Linz Castle takes

band Willi Warma back in the late 1970s

nally renowned industrial group. If steel

you past many an architectural treat:

and early 1980s. But that was a long time

characterises Linz, nowadays this has

the “Mozart-Haus”, where the maestro

ago. Much longer, in fact, than the actual

much more to do with its striking modern

composed his Linz symphony in 1783;

number of years would suggest. For in

architecture, where steel interplays with

the “Kremsmünsterer-Haus”, in which

recent years Linz has undergone a much

concrete or glass. Which, incidental-

Emperor Friedrich III is said to have died

talked-about and widely noticed trans-

ly, fits in very well in Linz, boldly and

in 1493; or Linz Castle itself, which this

formation. So noticeable, in fact, that

effectively counterpointing the town’s

same emperor had completely rebuilt in

it’s impossible to miss. The state-owned

historic buildings – of which there is also

1477; and so on all the way to the oldest

colossus that once made Linz a grubby

no shortage.

church in Austria, the “Martins-Kirche”.
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Management Team, from l. to r.:

through the heart of the city. Coming

approaches the port of Linz, marking the

“Linz, transformed and transforming” –

downriver from Passau, the boat eases

end of the “bright lights” stretch of river.

this motto for the European Capital of

its way into the cityscape only very

“The Sacred Mountain”

“Linz, verändert.”

Culture 2009 alludes to the tremendous

gradually. To begin with, a few tentative

It’s only intelligent linkages that make a harmonious whole

lights can be made out to left and right,

The company

but the moment the boat emerges from

In this project, twenty artists have

a much visited capital of culture (with or

Superlative service capability for perfect customer solutions

under the discretely lit Nibelungen

declared this Linz landmark to be a

without the capital letters!), Linz is also

Totally R & D

Bridge, the Upper Austrian capital

“Sacred Mountain”, in recognition of its

Austria’s second-largest industrial region

CMT now also available with gas cooling

unfolds itself before one: On either

significance both past and present. As

and a major centre of employment. At

Rugged power sources for shipyards

side of the Danube gleam two of the

Linz’s very own mountain, Pöstlingberg

the same time, this economically thriving

Brief and to the point

newest and most modern buildings in

is the locals’ favourite excursion

region is embedded in an extensive

News from Fronius

Linz: 40,000 LEDs light up the recently

destination, with exciting treats for young

green network: 52 % of the entire area

Case studies

opened new Ars Electronica Centre,

and old alike: The world’s steepest

of the city is taken up by green spaces,

Vienna State Opera relies on Fronius

Linz’s internationally acclaimed museum

adhesion railway takes you all the way to

woodland and water. So this is definitely

Publisher’s imprint:

CMT brazing at Vauxhall Motors

of the future, while on the opposite

the top, where you change onto a dragon

a city that’s good to live in. And most

“weld+vision” is the customer magazine of Fronius
International GmbH, Welding Technology Division
Design: reklamebüro GmbH
Responsible for contents: Fronius International GmbH,
Buxbaumstrasse 2, A 4600 Wels, Austria,
weld.vision@fronius.com, www.fronius.com
Registered trademarks and tradenames have not
generally been identified as such. The absence of any
such identification does not mean that the name in
question is an unregistered name for the purposes of
product and trademark law.

Weld-seams under extreme load at offshore specialist Liebherr

bank, innumerable lights illuminate the

train for an enchanting ride through the

definitely one that’s worth visiting.

The company

prestigious and architecturally noted

glittering, colourfully lit dwarfs’ grotto.

Incidentally: Fronius’ sales, development
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Fronius’ essay on the interplay taking
place in a company, on self-contained
systems of teams, customers, products,
innovations, markets and the environment.
And also in the article looking at all the
services provided by Fronius. At any rate,
this edition has something playful about it.
A reminder, perhaps, that for all its gravity,
the underlying principle of the universe is
also meant to lend a playful note to our
lives...

We’ll be pleased to carry on sending
you every edition of weld+vision as
soon as it comes out.
If you know anybody else who might
be interested, please just pass this
reply card on to them directly. Or
simply copy it and fax it to us on:
+43 7242 241-953940.

different varieties of interplay coming
into play. Right at the outset in our cover
story, we’ll be looking at everything from
“dream teams” to universal geniuses,
interdisciplinarity, product quality and
self-sustaining ecosystems. The theme is
continued in other articles: Like in our case
study “Behind the scenes at the Vienna
State Opera”, where the term “interplay”
acquires a rather literal significance
besides its relevance to the unusual
welding tasks described here. Or in Klaus
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“Interplay” – what a lovely word! There’s
something almost “playful”, and definitely
very harmonious, about it. After all,
interplay is just that – harmony, a state
where many different forces are in
balance. And as such it is the most
natural of the principles governing how
we all live together. In the natural realm,
interplay mostly functions entirely of its
own accord. In human society, though, it
requires a certain amount of effort. In this
edition of weld+vision, you’ll find many
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